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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

More and more crisis managers, crisis communicators and
laypeople use Twitter and other social media to provide or seek
crisis information. In this paper, we focus on retrospective
conversion of human-safety related data to crisis management
knowledge. First, we study how Twitter data can be classified into
the seven categories of the United Nations Development Program
Security Model (i.e., Food, Health, Politics, Economic, Personal,
Community, and Environment). We conclude that these topic
categories are applicable, and supplementing them with
classification of individual authors into more generic sources of
data (i.e., Official authorities, Media, and Laypeople) allows
curating data and assessing crisis maturity. Second, we introduce
automated classifiers, based on supervised learning and decision
rules, for both tasks and evaluate their correctness. This
evaluation uses two datasets collected during the crises of
Queensland floods and NZ Earthquake in 2011. The topic
classifier performs well in the major categories (i.e., 120±190
training instances) of Economic (F = 0.76) and Community (F =
0.67) while in the minor categories (i.e., 0±60 training instances)
the results are more modest (F ”
7KH VRXUFH FODVVLILHU
shows excellent results (F •
LQ DOO FDWHJRULHV

Crisis management responds to an emergency or disaster with the
purpose of saving lives, property, and environment [1]. It uses
social media, both as a source of data for situational awareness,
cognitive empowerment, and decision support and as a
distribution channel of official authorities, media, and laypeople
> @ 7KLV DOORZV SHRSOH¶V YRLFH to be heard as interactive mobile
sensors who post new messages on potential early indicators, and
peer review the previously posted messages [3, 4]. Social media
can also provide wider and deeper information, for example, by
better representing rural areas and particular locations than mass
media [3]. In California in Oct 2008, when wildfires destroyed
500,000 acres of land and 1,500 homes, 76% (36%) of people
sought (provided) information on the Internet [3]. In Kenya after
the post-election fallout in 2008, 45,000 people used a maps
application on the Internet to seek and provide information on
incidents of violence and peace efforts [5]. In Haiti in Jan 2010,
when an earthquake killed 230,000 people, volunteers gathered
input for this maps application from the Internet and authorities
then used its output to direct assistance [6]. In Feb 2010, more
than 4.5 million social media messages either described or curated
information related to a Chilean earthquake, which killed 723
people and damaged 370,000 homes [4]. During the London riots
in Aug 2011 in the UK, the use of a messenger system played a
key role both in the organisation of rioting and riot cleaning [7].

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.2. [Information Storage and Retrieval] Information Search
and Retrieval ± search process
H.4.1 [Information Systems and Applications] Office
Automation ± workflow management

Search engines are needed to leverage collective wisdom in social
media by converting the gamut of data into knowledge to crisis
management knowledge [8, 9]. For example, topic modeling on
social media has been studied generally [10] and specifically for
disaster-related data [9]. The results show that tailored topic
models are able to distinguish distinct disasters of similar nature
in nearby locations (Sumatran earthquake versus Samoan
tsunami) and support exploring prominent topics. By considering
time, topic modeling has been extended to cover the detection of
emerging topics on social media [11]. Applications of these
methods to event detection in real time include developing and
evaluating an earthquake detector [12] and a system for measuring
evolving events and describing this evolution with the topic of
influenza A H1N1 [13]. Extensions address sentiment analysis to
GHWHUPLQH DXWKRUV¶ RSLQLRQV > @ )LQDOO\ SRWHQWLDO FRQWULEXWLRQV
of social media equipped with intelligent search engines to official
authorities, media, and laypeople¶V VLWXDtional awareness has been
analysed in the cases of the Oklahoma grass fires and Red River
floods in the USA in Mar±Apr 2009 [15]. The envisioned search
capabilities consist of identifying locations; generating general
warnings and those customised to a given type of natural disaster;
planning responses to warnings, including evacuation, sheltering,
and animal management; analysing other environmental
conditions; providing advice; and reporting damages and injuries.

General Terms
Design, Experimentation
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discussion, three iterations were conducted but the confusion
between the categories remained. The fourth guideline was: Food:
any reference to solid or liquid food (containing water) no matter
if it affects an individual, a group of persons or a community as a
whole. Health: any reference to health-related issues no matter if
it affects an individual, a group of persons or a community as a
whole. Politics: any reference to content that directly affects the
political security of a person. Economy: any reference to monetary
units, or topics that directly influence economic issues (jobs ± no
volunteer work, donations). Personal: any reference to man-made
private property of any kind (including animals); an individual
(the author itself is a reference too) or a specific group of people;
help is required by individuals, offered to individuals, or offered
to a group of specific people. When in doubt, if the property is
private or public, assume the property to be private. Community:
any reference to man-made public property (cities, communities
are public property as well or property that is accessible by the
public) of any kind, when in doubt consider property being
private; if the people of a community are addressed as a whole; if
help in any way is offered to a community or a non-specific group
of people. Environment: any reference to non-man-made
structures (e.g., hills, lakes, and oceans), natural phenomena (e.g.,
rain and storm) or natural effects caused by man (e.g., hazardous
material and radiation) that directly impose a security risk to
individuals, a group of persons or a community as a whole.
Unknown: if a link is provided within the Tweet try to apply the
seven categories to the content of the first page but if this fails,
mark as Unknown. To improve agreement, we clarified and
simplified the category definitions and cascaded the process:
If the message is relevant to food quality or supplies, assign it to
the category of Food. Otherwise if it refers to matters of private or
public health, assign it to the category of Health. Otherwise if it
contains political commentary, assign it to the category of
Politics. Otherwise if it offers or reports help or advice, assign it
to the category of Community. Otherwise if it describes people
seeking help, assign it to the category of Personal. Otherwise if it
calls for donations, assign it to the category of Economic.
Otherwise if it includes information on natural hazards, assign it
to the category of Environment. Otherwise assign it to Unknown.
We used this final guideline during the last two iterations. We
selected randomly new data (500 AU_floods Tweets and 500
NZ_earthquake Tweets). This resulted in almost perfect interDQQRWDWRU DJUHHPHQW &RKHQ¶V ZDV
DIWHU WKH ILIWK LWHUDWLRn,
DQG DIWHU FOHDQLQJ REYLRXV HUURUV DV WKH VL[WK LWHUDWLRQ &RKHQ¶V
was 0.81. We formed the final annotation from the aQQRWDWRUV¶
discussion for agreement. Community and Economic were clearly
the most common categories in both datasets (Fig. 1).

This paper studies how the United Nations Development Program
Security Model (UNDPSM) [16] ± used by most crisis managers
and applicable to a wide range of (if not all) crises ± is applicable
to (automated) retrospective analyses of social media.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two datasets originated from Twitter were used (Table 1). Twitter
is a real-time messaging network established in 2006. In Jun
2011, Twitter's more than 300 million registered users (150
million active users) sent 200 million messages per day (vs. 65
million in Jun 2010 and two million in Jan 2009) which is
equivalent to ten million pages or over 31 years of reading time
[17]. Each of these Tweets was up to 140 characters long and
could have metadata for additional information, deeper context,
and embedded media. Some Tweets referred to Twitter users and
topics with symbols @ (e.g., @QldFire is the official Twitter
account of Queensland Fire and Rescue Service) and # (e.g.,
#floods), respectively. The first dataset (i.e., AU_floods) was
collected during major flooding in early 2011 in Queensland, AU.
The IORRG¶V area was 1,000,000 km2, which is more than the
combined area of Texas and New Mexico in the USA, or France
and Germany in Europe. The second dataset (i.e., NZ_earthquake)
was collected in Feb 2011, when a major earthquake hit the city of
Christchurch in NZ leaving 185 people dead, and the estimated
costs of re-construction of USD 17±25 billion [18]. Data
examples include Any1 with boat in Chelmer nr rosebery tce? dad
has been stuck for over 4hrs & we can't get in touch #bneflood
#qldfloods and the scene outside riparian plaza now! massive
flood water encroachment #qldfloods http://twitpic.com/3p9lxd.
We followed the annotation process [19] with the theory for
annotation being initialised by assigning a topic to each Tweet
(i.e., topic classification) on the basis of the UNDPSM
definitions of seven areas of threats (i.e., Food, Health, Politics,
Economic, Personal, Community, and Environment) [16] and the
additional category of Unknown for any other content. We used
two annotators trained and managed by one crisis management
expert. The annotators worked independently of each other and
used inductive content analysis [20] to assign a topic for each
Tweet. For each topic assignment, they gave an certainty score on
a five-point scale of certain±relatively certain±neutral±relatively
uncertain±uncertain Our annotation interface was a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet with the first column for Tweets, columns two
through nine for the seven topics, the tenth column for certainty
scores, and the eleventh column for free-text comments. We
measured inter-annotator agreement via the R 2.6.2
implementation of &RKHQ¶V with values < 0.0, 0.0±0.2, 0.2±0.4,
0.4±0.6, 0.6±0.8, and 0.0±1.0 for poor, slight, fair, moderate,
substantial, and almost perfect agreement, respectively [21].

We supplemented this classification with source classification of
individual authors into three more generic categories in order to
allow curating data and assessing crisis maturity:
Media: Newspapers; online magazines; television and radio
stations; and other media assets. Official authorities and nonprofit organisations: Emergency agencies; ministries; police; fire
services; military sources; non-profit organisations (e.g., Red
Cross or Green Cross); and volunteer organisations. Laypeople:
Anything that does not fit into category media or official
authorities including private persons and/or businesses.
$V GDWD IRU WKLV FODVVLILFDWLRQ ZH XVHG WKH DXWKRU¶V ZHEVLWH :H
collected a balanced sample of 600 websites, that is, 200 sites per
category, manually. First, we performed a Google search for
media outlets in Great Britain, Canada, South Africa, AU, NZ,

We iterated until the agreement was almost perfect (i.e., six
iterations). For the first four iterations (Table 2), we randomly
selected 340 Tweets from the AU_floods dataset that remained
after relevance filtering. For relevance filtering, we first excluded
forwarded Tweets and then, based on regular expressions,
included Tweets containing a question [i.e., sentences that begin
with a question word (e.g., where, when, why, does)], instructions
(i.e., sentences that begin with a verb or end with an exclamation
mark), reference to a location, or links to popular image services.
In the inter-annotator comparison for the first iteration, we
observed confusion between Community, Environment, Personal,
and Unknown $IWHU FODULI\LQJ WKH JXLGHOLQH E\ DQQRWDWRUV¶
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Table 3. Performance of our method (baseline) in topic classification (top) and source classification (bottom)
Category
Unknown
Environment
Community
Personal
Economic
Health
Food
Class-size weighted average
Media
2IILFLDO DXWKRULWLHV«
Laypeople
Class-size weighted average

TPc %
0.31 (0.00)
0.30 (0.00)
0.74 (1.00)
0.36 (0.00)
0.78 (0.00)
0.31 (0.00)
0.18 (0.00)
0.59 (0.36)
0.81 (0.00)
0.88 (0.00)
0.90 (1.00)
0.86 (0.34)

FPc %
0.08 (0.00)
0.05 (0.00)
0.25 (1.00)
0.07 (0.00)
0.10 (0.00)
0.02 (0.00)
0.01 (0.00)
0.13 (0.36)
0.04 (0.00)
0.03 (0.00)
0.05 (1.00)
0.04 (0.34)

TNc %
0.92 (0.00)
0.95 (1.00)
0.75 (0.00)
0.93 (1.00)
0.90 (1.00)
0.98 (1.00)
0.99 (1.00)
0.85 (0.51)
0.96 (1.00)
0.97 (1.00)
0.85 (0.00)
0.93 (0.67)

FNc %
0.69 (1.00)
0.70 (1.00)
0.26 (0.00)
0.64 (1.00)
0.22 (1.00)
0.69 (1.00)
0.82 (1.00)
0.40 (0.62)
0.29 (1.00)
0.12 (1.00)
0.15 (0.00)
0.19 (0.67)

Pc
0.34 (0.00)
0.20 (0.00)
0.62 (0.36)
0.42 (0.00)
0.74 (0.00)
0.62 (0.00)
0.50 (0.00)
0.58 (0.13)
0.91 (0.00)
0.95 (0.00)
0.77 (0.34)
0.88 (0.11)

Rc
0.24 (0.00)
0.29 (0.00)
0.73 (1.00)
0.35 (0.00)
0.78 (0.00)
0.31 (0.00)
0.18 (0.00)
0.58 (0.36)
0.81 (0.00)
0.88 (0.00)
0.90 (1.00)
0.86 (0.34)

Fc
0.28 (0.00)
0.24 (0.00)
0.67 (0.53)
0.39 (0.00)
0.76 (0.00)
0.41 (0.00)
0.27 (0.00)
0.57 (0.19)
0.86 (0.00)
0.92 (0.00)
0.83 (0.51)
0.87 (0.17)
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